A Chronological List of Books published by the firm of M. J. Godwin & Co.

This list has grown beyond its original intention which was to supply the titles of Godwin books mentioned in the talk and/or displayed on the table, thus saving any listener who wanted to make notes the trouble of so doing. Instead it has turned itself into an illustration of what may be involved (with some of the pitfalls) in attempting to assess the publishing history of children's books. The list makes no claim to completeness, failing, for want of time and space, to note the popularity of some books by showing later editions. It also makes no differentiation between versions of the publishers' address and style of imprint. Books listed as by Edward Baldwin or Theophilus Marcliffe are, in fact, by William Godwin.

The symbol # indicates a volume on display


# copy of the second edition [1806 / 7]

# a single volume ed. with all the plates incorporated into six "grid" plates' was published alongside the two vols. in 1805, here seen in a copy of the 10th ed. dated 1824 from the Strand address. An edition in French, probably translated by Mrs Godwin was published in 1806.

1805 [Charles Lamb] The King and Queen of Hearts [illus. W. Mulready?]*

First of Godwin's picture books in his "Copper-Plate" series. Subsequent titles are similarly marked with an asterisk and have been given a complete bibliographical description in the essay by Alderson noted in the References below.

# facsim. of an ed. with 1809 cover title: Methuen, 1902, with a separate introductory booklet by E.V. Lucas. (Another facsim. is included in the messy Garland Nursery Rhymes noted in the next section.)

1805 Theophilus Marcliffe The Looking-Glass. The true history of the early years of an artist... [frontis. and diagrams by W. Mulready?]

Godwin notes in his Preface: "The artist [Mulready himself] related to me his history; and when he had done, I said 'I will be at the pains to write it down and to publish it for the advantage of those who may come after you'."

# facsim. (of sorts) with an appendix by F.G. Stephens: Bemrose, 1885

1805/6 The Little Old Woman and the Pedlar; wiith the strange distraction that seized her, and the undutiful behaviour of her dog on that occasion [illus. W. Mulready?] *

1806 Edward Baldwin, Esq. The History of England, for the use of schools and young persons...[illus. plates]
1806 ibid The Pantheon; or ancient history of the gods of Greece and Rome. For the use of schools and young persons of both sexes [illus. plates]

1806 [Thomas Holcroft] Gaffer Gray; or the misfortunes of poverty. A Christmas ditty [illus. W.Mulready ?] *

1806 Theophilus Marcliffe Life of Lady Jane Grey and of Lord Guildford, her husband [portrait frontis.]

1806 Tom and his Cat; the surprising history of a good boy; who for his diligence in his learning was rewarded with a fine cat; and through the clever tricks of his cat became heir to the throne [illus. W.Mulready ??] *

1807 Charles Lamb [and Mary Lamb] Tales from Shakespear designed for the use of young persons. 2 vols. Embellished with copper plates [by W. Mulready]

# first ed. lacking two plates in Vol. I

In 1808 Godwin began to issue separate printings of each of the stories, each with 36 pages and three, usually hand-coloured, copper engravings, bearing no relationship to the illustrations in the two-volume edition. Eight tales were excerpted in all before the series failed, those published being accounted "among the greatest rarities of more recent English literature". See articles by Foxon and Yin noted below.

# on-screen presentation

1807/8 [after John Taylor] Monsieur Tonson [illus. W.Mulready ?] *


# fourth edition 1815 [wrapper = 1816]

# Monsieur Nongtongpaw: a later "chapbook" printing of the text with illuss by Robert Cruikshank (Alfred Miller, 1830). Miller also published a uniform ed. of Monsieur Tonson.

1808 Charles Lamb The Adventures of Ulysses [engraved title-page and frontis by C.Heath after H.Corbould]

# first edition

1809 Edward Baldwin, Esq. The History of Rome from the building of the city to the rise of the Republic

1809 [Catherine Ann Dorset, after Marie le Prince de Beaumont] Think Before You Speak; or the three wishes. A tale by the author of "The Peacock at Home" [illus. W.Mulready] *
# 1823 "tall format" ed., the text printed letterpress

1809  ibid  *Mylius's School Dictionary...to which is prefaced a New Guide* by EB

The first of several schoolbooks compiled by Edward Frederick Mylius published by the Godwins but not included in this list.

1809  Mrs [Eliza] Fenwick *Lessons for Children; or, rudiments of good manners, morals and humanity* 4 ptt. single vol. or issued separately

1809  [Mary Jane Godwin] *Dramas for Children*. Imitated from the French of L.F. Jauffret, by the editor of Tabart's Popular Stories [frontis. by Charles Knight]

1809  [Charles & Mary Lamb] *Mrs Leicester's School: or the history of several young ladies related by themselves*  [frontis engraved by Charles Hopwood after William Hopwood]

# second ed. also of 1809

1809  ibid  *Poetry for Children, entirely original* 2 vols.

1809?  [Margaret Jane King Moore, Countess Mountcashell] *Stories of Old Daniel; or , tales of wonder and delight*

1810  Edward Baldwin *Outlines of English Grammar*

1810  William Hazlitt *A New and Improved Grammar of the English Tongue*, with an appendix by Godwin

1811  Caroline Barnard *The Fisher Boy; or, worth in humble life*

1811  Caroline Barnard *The Parent's Offering; or, tales for children* 2vols.

1811  Mrs [Eliza] Fenwick *Rays from the Rainbow; being an easy method of perfectioning children in the FIRST PRINCIPLES of GRAMMAR without the smallest trouble to the instructor.* [with coloured underlinings]

# facsim. of the second ed. of 1812 published in Tokyo by Holp Shuppan for the Osborne Collection 1984

1811  [Charles Lamb?] *Prince Dorus; or, flattery put out of countenance. A poetical version of an ancient tale*. Illustrated by a series of elegant engravings [by W. Mulready ?] *

# type facsim. with an intro. by Andrew W. Tuer (Leadenhall Press, 1890 - 1)

1811  [anon., very dubiously C.Lamb, after Marie le Prince de Beaumont] *Beauty and the Beast; or, a rough outside with gentle heart. A poetical version of an ancient tale*. Illustrated with a series of [unsigned] elegant engravings. *

# type facsim., the illuss. uncoloured, with an introduction by Andrew Lang Field & Tuer, the Leadenhall Press, nd)
This and the previous entry were announced as being "a series of copper-plate books upon an entirely new plan". Their "uncommon taste and delicacy" does indeed differentiate them from the standard series.

1811 Alicia Lefanu *Rosara's Chain; or, the choice of life. A poem*

1811 [Miniature Library] A British collector owns a wooden box designed in the style of John Marshall's "Infant's Library" whose sliding panel carries the imprint of M & J Godwin ...1811. Although the box contains volumes for Maria Edgeworth's "Early Lessons", published by Joseph Johnson, the presence of the box suggests that Godwin was making use of the popularity of miniature libraries by marketing other publishers' books on his own behalf.

1814 Miss M. Woodland *Histories of Four Young Ladies* 2nd ed.

Marjorie Moon [Tabart] notes the four histories as being originally published by Tabart in 1807 as separate vols. and later by Godwin as one vol. as above. Copies of the individual tales are also recorded here and there as separate publications.

1814 - 16 [Johann David & Johann Rudolf Wyss] *The Family Robinson Crusoe...* [illus. with engravings by Springsguth and H.Dadley after H.Corbould]

See Alderson & Oyens, below, for a synopsis of the early publishing history of this book.

# fifth ed. of 1824 as *The Swiss Family Robinson*

ca.1815 [after Anna Laetitia Barbauld] *The Force of Example; a nursery rhyme* *

Adaptation of a prose text from Mrs B's *Lessons for Children* and first published in this form by Tabart whence came the Godwin plates.

1816 [Frances Thurtle, later Mrs Jamieson] *The Young Travellers; or, a visit to the grandmother...* By a lady

1817 Caroline Barnard *The Prize; or, the lace-makers of Missenden* [frontis. by S.Springsguth after H. Corbould dated Dec.1816]

1819 anon. *The Fisher Boy of Weymouth*

Catalogued thus at the BL. Is it related to the Barnard vol. given under 1811 ?

1820 [Countess Mountcashell] *Continuation of the Stories of Old Daniel*

1821? Edward Baldwin *The History of Greece*

**One or Two Related Children's Books on display:**

1791 Mary Wollstonecraft *Original Stories from Real Life; with conversations calculated to regulate the affections*[the illus. designed and etched by
1794 Wallis's Tour through England and Wales; a geographical pastime

A table game with engraved and hand-coloured map and letterpress rules and descriptions all mounted on linen. (Newcastle is described as "a very large and populous town, famous for its collieries").

1802 "The Infant's Library" : an example of the fashion for constructing miniature libraries for children: 16 vols. in a wooden book-case

1802 "William Scholfield [ie. WG] Bible Stories. Memorable acts of the ancient patriarchs, judges and kings: extracted from their original sources...printed for R.Philips.;sold by Benj. Tabart...

[Vol.I only of a "New edition" published by Phillips only, 1812. See Moon cited below for details of earlier eds.]


[Vol.I in its 1809 ed.]

1805 The Comic Adventures of Old Mother Hubbard and her Dog Printed for J. Harris [all engraved]

[A wretchedly printed monochrome facsimile in a volume of facsimile Nursery Rhyme and Chapbooks ed. Justin Schiller (Garland, 1978)]
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Check out our chronological book selection for the very best in unique or custom, handmade pieces from our shops.

Hardback Book  
Ships & the Sea A Chronological by Duncan Haws  
1985 Vintage Collectible Book  
Published in Hong Kong  
Boat Lovers.  
SexyTrashVintage. 5 out of 5 stars.  
In chronological arrangement.  
Burgundy leather Bible  
New Testament  
published by Dent.

TheBohemianBookstore. 5 out of 5 stars.  
Godwin Bowman PC, based in Dallas, Texas, is a mid-size trial and appellate law firm with a national practice that represents Fortune 500 and middle-market industry leaders in Mission Critical Litigation®.  
Formed in 1980, our leaders have built a firm with skilled and experienced trial lawyers who demonstrate passion and zeal in their representation of the firmâ€™s clients. We help our clients solve their legal challenges and gain the outcome they desire â€“ whether that means negotiation or litigation.  
These clients choose Godwin Bowman PC because they have a great deal at stake, and know that the attorneys at our Firm have the experience, dedication and resolve to help them achieve their critical goals.